
Admin Notes
Date: 11/7/2021
Start of meeting: 11:04 Am

Topic 1: Admin notes going up on the website and being turned in before Admin
(Note: The admin notes were sent out the day before Area in the late evening)

Yas(Vice Chair) - So Travis, I just wanted to touch base, I can't remember for sure, I think like 6
months ago we had it out with, or well I don't mean “had it out with”(clarifying point that it was
not a negative or heated conversation) but we just discussed with Chera getting the admin
notes up with the minutes or attached to the minutes. I can't remember exactly, I don't think
there is technically anything in the guidelines about what the requirement is but we kind of
decided that that might be the best way to do it.

Travis(Recording Secretary) - So I’m not 100% sure about all the details but I do remember
the discussion that you are talking about. I remember that the admin notes were requested for
the admin body, but I don't remember there being any indication of a “dead line”. I have been
sending them out Via the Admin and general email as kind of a courtesy so that all members
both admin and otherwise can get them and read them. As for having them posted on the
website or being attached to the minutes I’m not sure. The admin notes in the past have always
been a quarterly thing at most, so doing them monthly is a new thing. Sending them out at all is
technically optional. It was never something that was done before Chera and I became
Recording and Assistant Recording Secretary, or at least not as far as I’m aware. I usually try to
get them out at the same time or shortly after the minutes though.

Yas(Vice Chair) - I see, alright, I mostly ask because I was trying to work on things last night
and Not having them made it difficult to do a lot of the things I needed to do. It's not a big deal or
anything like that, I just kind of realized last night when I was working on things that there were
a few things I needed to look up and couldn’t..

Naomi(Chair) - So just to clarify, I don't think the admin notes are supposed to be attached to
the minutes at this time. They have usually just been something sent to the admin body for them
to have as review. They don't have to be in any set time, as long as it's before Area. Even like
the day before Area is fine, Just so we can go over them. I think it would be a good idea for us
to start posting them on the website though. I don't know if there is a way that we could maybe, I
don't know, set up a section, or add a tab for people to look at them.

Travis(Recording Secretary) - It’s funny you mention that. I was planning on bringing up
something similar about posting the minutes. I think it's a really good idea. It was my
understanding that they weren't really required on any kind of deadline either, I apologise though
for not getting them out sooner. I did get them out before Area, they were just quite a bit longer
and more extensive than they usually are, so it took me a while to go through and edit
everything down. In the future though I’ll try to get them out at the same time as the minutes.
That's what I’ve always done in the past anyway, just this last month I didn't. I also think it would



be really good for us to start posting them(Admin notes). Like I said, I send them out to
everyone on the mail list because I think it's important for people to see what we talk about. I’ve
actually had a few people ask me about the admin meetings “what do you guys talk about”  or
“What's been happening at admin” etc. So I know people are interested and I think it's good to
keep people informed.

Naomi(Chair) - Matt are you here representing Gwynnd(SASC Web Coordinator)?

Matt(Representing Web Coordinator) - Yes I am.

Naomi(Chair) - So is there a way we could post the admin notes? I’ve been thinking about this
for a while, that admin needs like a section on the website for some of the things we specifically
want posted. Mostly I have been thinking about the “Best Practices documents” and the Admin
notes. That way people could track it down.

Matt J(Representing Web Coordinator) - So we could do that, that would be fine. The only
issue there, and that I’ve seen come up before, is that any time someone wants to get to the
docs, or download them, it becomes an issue is they then want to change anything or keep their
own copy. For example if someone makes a best practices doc, and the successor of that
person downloads the best practices form and wants to add to it, they won't be able to when it's
in the PDF format. Which means than keeping both a word, and PDF format but we wouldn't
want to post the Word format on the site necessarily.  A better solution might be what we do at
PR. We set up a Google drive account so we can upload and access any forms or best
practices documents while also being able to adjust or change them over time. It's simply a
matter of adding someone to the account when they take over a position. And because it's a
sort of living document, all the changes made carry over.

Naomi(Chair) - That sounds great. So that might be a good solution. To get back to the point
about the admin notes though, maybe there is a way we could set those up as a separate thing
on the site so people could have access to them? For the admin the google drive sounds great,
but the Admin notes should still be posted somewhere.

Matt J(Representing Web Coordinator) - So we can add as many sections or tabs as you'd
like on the site. So like right now where we have Minutes and roll call, We could add another tab
next to it for the admin notes that people could navigate to and read/download.

Travis(Recording Secretary) - That sounds good. I like the idea of having it be a separate
document more than just tacking it onto the minutes. The minutes are already long, and adding
the admin notes would put another 7 or 8 pages and I just worry it could become a real slog(the
minutes are already like 30 pages). Having them separate and accessible also increases the
chance they will be read. Sorry again, I feel bad that you(Yas) weren’t able to get the stuff done
that you wanted to.



Yas(Vice Chair) - No no, it's totally fine. I wasn't trying to like, call you out or throw you under
the boss or anything, Its my fault too because i waited until the last minutes and just realized
last night that i didn't have them and that I needed to refresh myself on some of what we talked
about or I wouldn't be able to finish certain things.

Travis(Recording Secretary) -  So In the future I’ll just try to get them out at the same time as
the minutes and roll call. That's what I had been trying to do anyway, but I’ll be more on top of it.
I didn't realize that there were some things that would be more difficult to do without them.

Naomi(Chair) - It's totally fine to even just have them out before Area, like the day before,
There doesn't have to be like any more deadlines, It's really just so we can refresh on what we
talked about.

Topic 2: Key copies and Redistribution

Jake(RCM 1) - To tell you the truth, it just seems like every sat that i'm planning on going
something comes up. Like this Saturday I forgot that I had a speaking engagement that I was
committed to. I have put it down on my calendar to take care of and I promise…actually you
know what? I’m not promising sh*$(he said this jokingly) because things keep coming up but I
have it on my calendar and I’m going to do everything I can to get it done.

Topic 3: We don't have to do everything last minute…Requiring attendance at admin

Yas(Vice Chair) - So I have been working on the guidelines change in order to accommodate
people going to admin meetings and the requirement for that. If someone is not available to go
to all admin meetings or if they can send a representative.

Just my recollections from memory, first and foremost we would require attendance from all
admin to go to all admin meetings. Second, we would update the non compliance language to
incorporate that. In addition, in the language we would create some caveats to allow people to
send a representative.

Naomi(Chair) - Maybe this is just wishful thinking but I think we had come to the consensus
that people would still be required to come to all quarterly admin meetings, but that for the other
8 they would have some more flexibility in regards to sending a rep.

Yas(Vice Chair) - I think being able to send a representative really alleviates some of the stress
and burden on people so I think this is a good idea.



Topic 4: Inventory

Naomi(Chair) - So we are right at the 2 year mark to do our inventory. I had asked Jake to ask
people when he went to Region to see if anyone would be willing to come and help us do our
inventory.

Jake didn't get any response and that was fairly discouraging. Last time I scheduled an
inventory a lot if people didn't show up and that was also frustrating.

There was a time around the same time period that I went to another group's inventory. I was
skeptical about their format at first but it actually seemed to work. What they did is went through
their already scheduled Area really quickly and then went through their inventory on the same
day. That way we might get more people than just the die hard people. It would give GSRs and
other new people the opportunity to give input and be involved. As of now we have no new
positions coming up next month(December). So there isn't a lot going on and it may be a good
time(Area) to do it.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Technically, just to clarify, so Unity Day Chair would be part of the elections,
but because Unity Day Chair is suspended, it wouldn't have an election in December so it
wouldn't interfere.. But since the guidelines for unity day are, hopefully, getting passed next
month, it would mean that that position would be open and elections for Unity day chair would
be open. Meaning we would have to bring it up for people to vote on, and then do the elections
as well if anyone is interested, which could take more time.

Naomi(Chair) - Technically you don't have to ask for a motion as it's technically old business
and thus can be brought up at the beginning of old business. It's not a new motion or change, so
it doesnt need to be introduced or brought up, it can just be taken care of in old business.

The idea here is that we could just go through our stuff, we are already getting really officiant at
getting through Area a lot more quickly than we used to. We could breeze through some of our
normal things and maybe keep open share topics to a minimum on this particular Area. We
would ask people at the beginning if they had any open share topics, make sure everyone was
okay and on board, and then proceed to move through everything so that we could do the
inventory.

Feelings?

Yas(Vice Chair) -  I love it. Force people to get involved.(Jokingly)

Naomi(Chair) - So the next point of order would be to find someone outside of our Area who
would be a good fit. If anyone knows someone who has any experience, or has done this(an



inventory) before please let me know. I'm happy to reach out to anyone or track down anyone
that may be a good fit.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Using something like a google jam board would work for an online Inventory
via Zoom, which would just mean typing instead of sticky notes so that might be a good way to
do things via zoom rather than in person. A friend of mine who has a lot of time clean, who has
a lot of experience might be a good fit. She isn't from this area, she lives on the east coast so it
would involve me finding out if her schedule would work with ours but i'll reach out to her.

Topic 5: Unity day

Yas(Vice Chair) - The unity day guidelines were not attached to the minutes because they were
sent out later than I meant them to be. All this time I thought that they had been attached to the
minutes and I hadn't gotten any feedback from anyone. It was only last night that I realized that
they had not been attached to the minutes, but unfortunately the reality is people might not have
responded even if they had been attached. So far a couple suggestions have been made
regarding how the treasurer is elected and a couple other things.

Topic 6: Zoom

Yas(Vice Chair) - So Travis and I had talked about looking into zoom to see what it would take
to do multiple meetings at the same time on the same Zoom account. Did you look into that?

Travis(Recording Secretary) - Yeah I did. So In a nutshell it would be possible to have one
zoom account that could host multiple groups at the same time. Just from doing a little research
it looked like the best way to do it would be to do something like what a lot of schools are doing.
Basically you set up an account for a “teacher” and the time of that meeting and they should be
able to host the meeting as the administrator. If another “Teacher” has a meeting at the same
time, they won't interfere with one another. There was also a plug in called “TeamUp” I believe.
I’m not 100% on all the details, like I said I just did some very basic research on things but it
looked like you could use it to set up separate subsections on your Zoom account. The issue
becomes I don't know what the requirements or costs are for having a Zoom account that would
be on par with a school or if we would have to buy more licences. The basic Zoom account
allows you to set admins and different rolls to people but I don’t know how flexible that is yet.
The Other thing I looked into was what times our different Sub-Committees meet and best as I
can tell, there doesn't seem to be any conflicts that come up at first glance so a solution could
be to just set up a calendar to “schedule” Zoom activities overlap may not even be an issue. The
only real consideration then is events like for activities or whomever really.



Yas(Vice Chair) - So it looks like if we had 3 licences with 3 different logins, you would need to
trouble shoot the situation and it might get kind of complicated.

Matt J(Representing Web Coordinator) - We tried to work out something similar(For PR or H
and I), we tried to set up a business licence, it turned out to not work that way. It ended up we
had to add people by email, and with a lot of people who weren’t tech savvy, it was a nightmare.
We would have to like hand pick every person who takes a panel in. It just became a nightmare

Yas(Vice Chair) - Part of the reason we had this conversation was because during the audit,
Tonya had been requesting reimbursement, then we found out that it had been taken directly out
of our bank account. It's not like we are bleeding money or anything, but I just thought we might
be able to simplify or save money. It sounds like it might be more complicated than it's worth
though. We should realistically have an admin account that we use for Areas. Can we set it up,
meaning tyler, set it up, so that the money gets taken out from the activities account.

Tyler(Treasurer) - No idea what you are talking about(He was busy working on monthly
financial report and training his new assistant. It’s a lot of work)

Yas(Vice Chair) - A lot of if not all of the other sub committees have Zoom accounts, we were
thinking about consolidating all the zoom accounts, but what we are talking about now is to have
admin set up its own zoom account and what i was asking now is can we set it up so that that
fee is coming out directly from the bank account?

Tyler(Treasurer) - Whoever is responsible for the account would need to register the account
and then give me the Debit card info so that we could set it up to automatically withdraw.

Yas(Vice Chair) - You can't set up an online account with an email address that is an alias.

Naomi(Chair) - What we should do is work with Matt when he sets up that google drive
account and set up an admin google drive account.

Tyler(Treasurer) - So traditionally we have had one admin member use their personal info
during their tenure, and then the next person has to update the information when they take over.
It's a function that a treasurer, the vice chair, It's really no different than what I do at the bank. I
have to give them my home address, email account etc, so it's not like it's
unprecedented…When would we be setting this up?

Naomi(Chair) - It just makes more sense for admin to have its own basic zoom account that we
don't share with anyone, we just have it. It's a lot easier than worrying about syncing up with
others, or if we need to ever have to meet at any time we just can.

Tyler(Treasurer) - So we would need the licence level to allow enough participants



Yas(Vice Chair) -  So I think the licence we would want is the pro - Which is 14.99 and allows
for up to 100 people for up to 30 hours.

Yas(Vice Chair) - The last question is, is there a way for people to set up their zoom accounts
so that it doesn't require them to set up a reimbursement.

Tyler(Treasurer) - So it would be okay for admin sub committees -  But the other committees,
activities, fellowship dev, all have to submit the reimbursement as things are, because that's the
way things work best. Each of these sub committees Has their own Treasurer and has their own
financials that they are supposed to use and keep track of. With PR we do things a little
differently, but that's because their budget is assigned out of the admin budget.

Topic 7: Best practices Section

Naomi(Chair) - So under the SASC tag, we should also post the best practices document, and
we should post that admin meetings are happening monthly and open. I think its important for
transparency.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Should we wait until we change the language saying that admin is a
requirement for admin members on a monthly basis.

Naomi(Chair) - I mean, it doesn't really matter one way or another really, either is fine, just as
long as we do it. Transparency for the admin meeting is important.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Yeah, I mean these aren't really going to affect that so we’ll just go with that
then.

End of admin meeting: 12:13 pm


